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Survivors the quest walkthrough level 5

Question: I've already played this game on my previous device and now I have a new one. How do I transfer the progress of the game that I have already done? Answer: In order to restore the progress of the game, please log in to your Friends G5 account. You can do this the following way: tap the Friends icon at the bottom of the screen on the main gaming
board. In a new window press my profile at the bottom of the screen. Press player change to sign in using the operator's login and password you've used in your game before. Click on sign in to confirm. Question: I'm having some technical problems with the game. What should i do? Answer: Please contact our support team at support@g5e.com with a
detailed description of your question to us to investigate your matter as soon as possible. Q: The game does not play after installation or shutdown while playing. Answer: To ensure optimal performance of the game, it is recommended that you restart your device after installing a new application. Q: How do reinforcements work? Answer: Please note that at
different levels different enhancements are available. • Use the Booster Hammer to remove a particular object from the field.• Use the Boomerang booster to remove a selected row of objects from the field.• Use the volcanic booster to remove a selected column of objects from the field.• Use the vortex booster to mix all objects in the field.• Use the Lightning
Booster to remove several random objects from the field.• Use the Swapper booster to swap two adjacent objects. • Use the Time Machine Booster to add 5 moves to the gem timer.• Use the electric impulse booster to remove the fuzzy cells from the field.• Use the line breaker booster to start a level with 3 line breakers.• Use the bomb booster to start level b
3 bombs.• Use the Rainbow Jewel Booster to start a level with one rainbow jewel.• Use the Stone Jumper Booster to start a level with 3 stone birds.• Use the butterfly booster net catch the flying butterfly. This is our page to ask and answer questions for survivors: Quest®. If you have a question you can ask below and please check through the questions you
have already asked to see if you can answer any. Presentation: The latest questions Where is sector lab card 003? Wu was ich den tun formen? --- where can I form mud? How do you repair the engine in the spacecraft? Where's the dining area on the spaceship? Where's the coconut leaf for level 8, please? When will the next pursuit of the survivor come?
I'm at level 30. Where are the explosives to transport the rocks? Need help finding parsnips for John in level 26? How do you make the beast a temptation? Where do I find the iron beam on The Leaf 24? Where are the steel parts to open the door? W finde ich den Wassereimer? --- where can I find the water bucket? Where do I open the vent for the
monster? Where is he in a hurry to vent outside door 101? How can I The power? Where's #2 the purple detector? Bergblato, wu ist die Tränke? --- a mountain plateau, where's the trough? Mountain pass after repairing the ventilation system. Where are you taking the key? Where was the crane found? Where do I find grease basins? Where is the backup
projector? I can't find parsnips in tropical forests, where are they? Where do you find berries for bird's nest? Wu finde ich den Pinsel? --- where can I find the brush? Where are the irrigation pipes and how to repair them? Where is a third vial of purple liquid at an underground base? Where's the irrigation pump? Where's the soil bag? Where is the blue electric
tape needed for electricity? Where are the passion fruit trees? Level 16, John's sick. Level 23 How to get the drug for Locio? Where do I find the joint on the mountain plateau? Where do I find water on level 8? How to find a world recorder at Level 37? How do I access section two? Please, can you help me, where can I find the axe? Where's the bucket of
water? How do I arrange stones? Where is the water analyzer to assemble at level 36? Where are the coins for transmignofier on an alien ship? Level 23 Where is the glucose solution? Where can I find a tablet on the second beach? When I cross the bridge, how do I cross the bushes? Should I leave the doctors as flowers or make them human? Como
Quito el Lecédo Verde? How do I remove the green liquid ---? How do you start at level 25? Where's the lightest explosive? How do you get free diamonds in the survivors of the quest? Bagimana Kara menuju capal bessar? --- how do you get to the big ship? And finde ich die sicherung? ---- where can I find the valve? How do I uninstall the game from my
computer? Where do I find the taser? How do I get past the disgusting liquid on 27? How do you play puzzles? How do I get crystals without buying them? Where do I find plastic tubes? On level 22, where's the road to the other side? Where is Samantha Hayes' brief case at the beach for the second time around? Where's Denzel Lincoln's property? In the
tropical forest, where's the generator? Where do I find the coals? How do I form a purple key card? Where do you find the scientists' audio recorders? Where are the trimming shears? How do I fix a raw analyst? Where's the lighter in part 39? Where's the battery charger? How do you find the milling stone in the plane? How to fish and where is the rake?
What are your grades used? Where do I find the perfect volcanic slope for the volcano's ascent? How do I get John from the cradle? Where are the recipes at level 19? Where am I looking for clothes in the lab at the base? Where's the toy cartridge? Where do you find the wicketstone? Where's the axe to find the way to the mountains? Where can I assemble
wind turbines on the beach? How do I remove the V belt in the saw mill? Where do you find the generator's fuel supply? Where's the salt at level 29? Where is the bridge structure to correct on board an alien ship? Where are bathyscaphe Where is metal sheet 1 and 2? Where's the second ladder at level 19? Where's the crane for cooling water reactors?
Where's the elevator fuse? How do I find what Kyle eats? Where's the bucket on the island? Where is the filter for a gas mask how to get it? How do you give Lucio his performance? Where's the excavation site? Level 29 help to complete the puzzle? Where can i find the pill and which building is in? Where's the other way to the elevator? How to cheat in
completing the puzzle to feed the birds in the survivors? What points are used in match 3 matches? Level 25. Where do I find the shelf with chemicals? Where do I find the finger print brush? Vulcano find old radar readings can not be found? Where's the round sensor? Where is the main lab card on the spaceship? Where is the copper coil and pot level 18?
Where do I find the knife in the alien goat beard cutter? Check the door. Where's the red and white powder in the tropical forest? Where do you give the drug to lucio? Where's the fishing rod? Can you help me find her sweet 29 son? Where are the sweet roots at 29? How to open the level of vent cover 24? A mountain plateau, where's the water bowl? A
bucket can't be found in level 29. Where can I find it? Where do I find mortars and insects on level 34? Where's the second light #2 the bathroom? Where do you find a bucket of water, Selina, where is the fly-fishing site? I can't find the trap door to catch the beast. How to get rid of a lot of supplies? Level 32 - where to assemble a grappling hook? How do
you make a flight path? Where can I charge the battery? Where's the key card for the elevator? What is the control center door code? Where is the bucket required to implant Selina? (Level 33) back on the beach with crystals where can I find lab notes please? How do I feed John? I made the dish but don't know how to give it to him. How do you use a green
flask to attract the monster? Where do I find the screws to fix the fan? At a lower level where you can increase the relationship with John and Lucio? Can't find the green arrow, can anyone help me find it? Where do I put the chains together? Where's the other way to the elevator? Where do I make a cloud wrestling hook? Where are the boards for the
bridge? Where are the sheet metal to fix bathyscaphe? How to give some salt away? I have to have a lot. Do we find a cure for Abri? Where's Samantha Hay's property? How do I repair electricity at level 29? Where can I find my memory card? Where can I find bugs? Where do you find the analyst? What is the code for opening the locker in the elevator
room? Where is the card key to fix the disabled computer? Where is the code key and pump at level 24? Where do you find a rock removal pick on the plateau? How do I open the garage on the plateau? Where can I find a rubber mat? Level 29 Where is? Find the pieces? = How to purify de eau where is the knife to make the temptation? How to repair the
shower? Where do you find the elements for the monster to attract it? Where do I find spices to go with seaweed? Where can I find a bomb lighter? Where do I go to open a vent cover? How do I get water for John and Lucio at Level 21? How do I win the match in level 30 to get Lucio out of the water? How do I open the gate to the bathroom to get out?
Where's the medicine at level 29? When is the next game downloaded, to get to the boat/ship? How to mix red and white powder? Where do you find the keyboard and power cord? Where are the explosives? Where are the gloves on the first level? How do I start the water pump? On level 3, where are the submarine bolts? Do Kyle and Selena leave plants
or turn them back into human form? Where can I find pleasure in a spaceship? How do you give the medicine to The Siolla? Where's the call center on the plateau? Where do I go to improve the relationship between John and Hebrew? Where can I find glue? I'm looking for a floor mat on the 26th floor. Where is the power source for pc level 2? Where do
you find Samantha Hay's property? Where do you make explosives? Where's the crucible on the mountain plateau? Where do I find the copper coils? Can you remove your total game and start over? Where do I find sheet metal 1 and 2? To repair the level of 26 stores. How did the beast move for the second time? How do I take this iron beam to the next
level? Level 29 Lucio is stuck in the water. You can't check the water? How do you get past level 23? Where do we analyze seaweed? Where's the mat at the base? Where do I find the branches of the fire pit? Where do I find the elevator smelter? Where do you find a hose and shower spray? Where do you find a pinch tape? How does the elevator work?
Where's the audio recorder? Is there a walkaround? I'm a straight game on Dell, Windows 10 Where are the bolt breakers? Where is Lucio's ladder while he's in the water??? Where can I find the medicine? Where can I find clothes on level 45? I don't know where the milling stone is. How do I build a trap at level 29? On level 29 where is the fun for the
players? How do I get power level 26? Where do I find the pot to cook crabs? How do I check the load crane at level 25? Where's the bug to feed the bird at level 30? Where is the metal base to fix the fan on bathyscaphe? What is the lab code? Where's the axe and the Wiltstone stone, please? I'm stuck at level 29 looking for a water analyzer. Where can I
find it? Where do I find the guitar strings? Where can I find guides 1 and 2? After removing the rocks. Where can you find pills that to treat Lucio in an underground cave? Where can I find a diving suit? Is there a way to start this game again from the beginning? Where are the blades to repair the submarine? To do after opening the elevator at level 27?
Where are the arrows? I found one in some pipes. Does anyone know where the light bathyscaphe 2? Where's the machete? I can't find him. Ask a question for survivors: Quest®Add your question for this game members with knowing how to survive: Quest® Eli Pocket Special Google Play User Rating: 4.2Average Site Rating: [See Reviews] 4.04+: +323+:
142+: 41+: 3: 3: 3: 3: 3:
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